
































Minimalist Ivy

Always smiling May Mei Gangster Duck

Messy Murakami

Flip table Sandy Sleepy Shalini

Smirky Abu Make Love Not War Marley

Short-sighted Tan Frida Kahlo Wannabe Valentina

Energetic Ah Boon Surrealist Ella











This zine is a compilation of drawings, texts & photographs of time spent 
in lockdown.

I was supposed to finish my three-month artist residency at Rimbun Dahan on 
2nd April 2020. However, due to Covid-19 and the Movement Control Order 
(MCO), I was encouraged by the authorities to stay at Rimbun Dahan and 
only return home post-MCO. (Thanks to Rimbun Dahan for letting me stay an 
extra month!)

During this whole MCO, I have been alone at Rimbun Dahan. The three other 
artists previously here with me left around mid-March. It made me feel like 
a spiritual practitioner who lives in a deep mountain. I sang ‘All By Myself’ 
every day.

I guess artists are well equipped to build playgrounds for ourselves. I have 
not been terribly bored as most of the time I still do have the urge to create, 
although there are times I go through ‘meh’ moments of non-motivation.

I would like to extend my sincere gratitude to Sharmin Parameswaran for 
making this happen - to ignite my hair & my brain. It’s nice to have someone 
to discuss this project and exchange ideas.

I would also like to thank Debobo - Deborah Germaine Augustin for contributing 
the black-out poems, it definitely adds more layers and pages to this zine, 
with her contribution, this zine is more geng and power!

This zine is published with the support of the CENDANA Create Now Funding Programme, 
in conjunction with ‘All By Myself’ A Solo Exhibition by CC Kua, curated by Sharmin 
Parameswaran, and held at The Back Room, The Zhongshan Building, Kuala Lumpur 
from 18 July to 9 August 2020. 
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